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NSTN Offers Property Data Searches via batch for $1 per hit
Dallas, Texas – April 8, 2007 - NSTN, a trusted source and leading provider of information, is
now offering Property Data via batch processing for $1 per hit. NSTN began offering Property
Data on-line in February with the launch of their expanded services. Their offering has
expanded even further and Property Data is now available via batch to more effectively
accommodate the needs of their clients.
“We identified the need to offer Property Data Searches via batch, and quickly sought to fulfill
that need. Realistically, most agencies want to pull this information in a more efficient manner
than one at a time,” said Chris Kizziar, NSTN President. “We look forward to providing this data
in an efficient and affordable manner.”
Property Searches can be performed by an individual’s name to help identify their financial
worth, or in reverse to identify the buyer or seller of a particular property.
For additional information contact NSTN at sales@nstn.net or visit www.nstn.net.
About NSTN
NSTN, Inc. is a trusted source and leading provider of unique and accurate information. NSTN
applies proprietary filters to billions of public and privately maintained records to return the
unique and accurate information their clients require. By staying informed of legal changes and
industry trends, NSTN is able to ensure its customers the most up to date information. The
focus at NSTN is on establishing and maintaining long term relationships by providing quality,
up-to-date information with exceptional service in a cost efficient manner. NSTN is dedicated to
supporting its clients in fraud detection/prevention and reducing identity theft.
NSTN strongly promotes the responsible use of information (GLBA compliant), adhering to strict
standards regarding the use and dissemination of personal information.
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